Here we studied a model of Ras-driven invasive tumorigenesis in Drosophila epithelial tissues and combined in vivo genetics with next-generation sequencing and computational modeling to decipher the regulatory logic of tumor cells. Surprisingly, we discovered that the bulk of the tumor-specific gene expression is controlled by an ectopic network of a few transcription factors that are overexpressed and/or hyperactivated in tumor cells. These factors are Stat, AP-1, the bHLH proteins Myc and AP-4, the nuclear hormone receptor Ftz-f1, the nuclear receptor coactivator Taiman/SRC3, and Mef2. Notably, many of these transcription factors also are hyperactivated in human tumors. Bioinformatic analysis predicted that these factors directly regulate the majority of the tumor-specific gene expression, that they are interconnected by extensive cross-regulation, and that they show a high degree of co-regulation of target genes. Indeed, the factors of this network were required in multiple epithelia for tumor growth and invasiveness, and knockdown of several factors caused a reversion of the tumor-specific expression profile but had no observable effect on normal tissues. We further found that the Hippo pathway effector Yorkie was strongly activated in tumor cells and initiated cellular reprogramming by activating several transcription factors of this network. Thus, modeling regulatory networks identified an ectopic and ordered network of master regulators that control a large part of tumor cell-specific gene expression.
SUMMARY
Cancer cells have abnormal gene expression profiles; however, to what degree these are chaotic or driven by structured gene regulatory networks is often not known. Here we studied a model of Ras-driven invasive tumorigenesis in Drosophila epithelial tissues and combined in vivo genetics with next-generation sequencing and computational modeling to decipher the regulatory logic of tumor cells. Surprisingly, we discovered that the bulk of the tumor-specific gene expression is controlled by an ectopic network of a few transcription factors that are overexpressed and/or hyperactivated in tumor cells. These factors are Stat, AP-1, the bHLH proteins Myc and AP-4, the nuclear hormone receptor Ftz-f1, the nuclear receptor coactivator Taiman/SRC3, and Mef2. Notably, many of these transcription factors also are hyperactivated in human tumors. Bioinformatic analysis predicted that these factors directly regulate the majority of the tumor-specific gene expression, that they are interconnected by extensive cross-regulation, and that they show a high degree of co-regulation of target genes. Indeed, the factors of this network were required in multiple epithelia for tumor growth and invasiveness, and knockdown of several factors caused a reversion of the tumor-specific expression profile but had no observable effect on normal tissues. We further found that the Hippo pathway effector Yorkie was strongly activated in tumor cells and initiated cellular reprogramming by activating several transcription factors of this network. Thus, modeling regulatory networks identified an ectopic and ordered network of master regulators that control a large part of tumor cell-specific gene expression.
INTRODUCTION
Transformation of normal cells into cancer cells generally involves extensive changes in gene expression. These abnormal gene expression profiles are caused by perturbations in the gene regulatory program. Indeed, some cancer driver mutations occur in transcription factors, and others are in components of signal transduction pathways that regulate gene expression. However, despite this knowledge, whether gene expression in cancer cells is orderly or chaotic and the identity of the drivers of tumor cell gene expression are generally not known.
Two opposing models could explain the remodeling of the genetic network during tumor development. On the one hand, abnormal gene expression may be caused by a general breakdown of transcriptional regulation and chromatin state, which may activate many transcription factors and result in a chaotic and quasi-undetermined cellular state. On the other hand, tumor cells may activate a specific development-like program, whereby a few transcription factors (master regulators) orchestrate cancer cell gene expression in a relatively organized manner. The mechanisms that specify body parts and cell types during embryonic development often involve such networks of master transcription factors. Usually, master regulators are highly interconnected through feedback loops, and they cooperate to control large numbers of target genes through combinatorial regulation [1] . Examples include the genetic networks that control stem cell pluripotency and eye and mesoderm development in Drosophila [2] [3] [4] . Thus, transcriptional programs are often directed by specific networks of relatively few governing transcription factors. However, whether tumor development is directed by analogously acting master regulators or whether cancer cells are in a chaotic and undetermined state is unclear.
Here we used a well-established model of invasive tumors in Drosophila to address this question. This model combines overexpression of activated Ras (Ras V12 ) with disruption of apicalbasal cell polarity by scribble loss of function (scrib (A-D) Eye discs from third instar larvae of the indicated genotypes also used for RNA-seq. Images from additional genotypes used for RNA-seq are presented in Figure S1 . Green is GFP expression and ELAV (red) marks differentiating neurons (gray in A 0 -D 0 ). Figure S1A ) [5, 6, 16, 17] . Animals with ey-Flp Ras V12 scrib À tumors were delayed in development and emerged from the food at day 7, 1 day after control animals, when their eye discs contained a mixture of normal cells and tumor cells ( Figure 1B ) [5, 6] . Unlike controls, ey-Flp Ras V12 scrib À animals did not pupate and died between days 12 and 18 as giant larvae that contained massively overgrown eye disc tumors ( Figure S1A ). Because early (day-7) and late (day-12) tumors exhibited hallmarks of overgrowth and invasion, we collected tumor samples at both time points. For phenotypically wild-type controls, we collected discs from animals that carried all genetic elements required to induce Ras V12 scrib À tumors (Flp/FRT and Gal4/UAS systems), except the Ras V12 and the scrib À alleles ( Figure 1A ).
We also added other non-tumor controls to divide out genes that were induced in Ras V12 or scrib À single mutants, because the single mutants do not form invasive tumors: Ras V12 clones are hyperplastic but well differentiated ( Figure 1C ) [18] and scrib À clones are small and often eliminated from the epithelium by cell competition ( Figure S1B ) [6] . Figure 1D ) [6, 7, 9, 11] . This merited inclusion of an additional control genotype expressing only Bsk DN (phenotypically neutral) ( Figure S1C ) [19] . Second, to separate genes that are deregulated due to loss of Scrib, we used wing discs from homozygous scrib mutant animals as the eye discs do not develop in these mutants [20] . We performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) on dissected imaginal discs for each of these genotypes and used a Pearson correlation measure to identify tumor-specific gene expression. We used a Pearson correlation because it treats the different control and tumor samples as individual samples, rather than averaging them as is done by other methods, such as DESeq2. This yielded a gene set of 1,089 genes (correlation > 0.67, p < 0.10) that was strongly enriched for cancer-related gene ontology (GO) terms, such as cell proliferation, tissue growth, and cellular metabolism ( Figure 1E ; Table S1 ). We also assessed genes whose expression specifically decreased in the tumors (p < 0.10), and we found them to be enriched for genes involved in imaginal disc morphogenesis and sensory organ development, signifying a loss of normal differentiation. Thus, we identified a gene signature that is specifically induced in invasive Ras V12 scrib À eye disc tumors and enriched for cancer-associated processes. Figure S1 , Tables S1 and S2 , and Data S1 and S2.
are enriched in the genomic regions of a query gene set and predicts transcription factors that bind to them. This analysis yielded 105 significantly enriched motifs (normalized enrichment score [NES] > 2.5) that clustered into 17 groups by similarity, 15 of which were associated with transcription factors (Data S1). In total, 67 transcription factors were predicted to potentially bind to these motifs, many of which are members of gene families such as the bZIP/AP-1 (17 members in D. melanogaster) and bHLH families (56 members) ( Figure 1F ; Data S1). We then applied additional criteria (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details) and excluded factors (1) that were not expressed in tumors or at significantly lower levels compared to normal cells, (2) that are not sequence-specific transcriptional activators, or (3) whose enrichment score for the highest scoring motif was below 2.7. This identified ten transcription factors, namely, the Drosophila STAT homolog (Stat92E); the bHLH transcription factors Myc, Taiman (Tai), and Cropped (Crp); four AP-1/bZIP transcription factors (the Fos homolog Kayak [Kay], the Fos-like protein Atf3, CG6272 [the homolog of the Jun-like CEBPG, which we refer to as CEBPG], and the PAR domain protein 1 [Pdp1]); the nuclear hormone receptor Ftz-f1; and the MADS domain protein Myocyte enhancer factor-2 (Mef2). These ten transcription factors were predicted to directly regulate 68% (742/1,089) of the genes of the tumor signature, with the majority of them (460) predicted to be co-regulated by two or more of the transcription factors ( Figure 1G ; Figure S1E ). Notably, several of these transcription factors previously have been found to be important for neoplastic tumor development in Drosophila, namely, Stat, Myc, Kay, Ftz-f1, and Tai [8, 12, 15, [22] [23] [24] . The target genes of the network also contained transcription factors that contribute to the development of Ras V12 scrib À , including Ets21C [22] . Furthermore, the predicted network identified known interactions between regulators and target genes, including targets of Stat (cher, chinmo, and slbo), AP-1 (os, upd2, upd3, and cher), and Ftz-f1 (apt and Sulf1) [10, 12, 14, 25, 26] .
Our analysis predicted a high degree of cross-regulation among the ten transcription factors themselves, with a total of 47 predicted interactions ( Figure 1H ). If these regulatory interactions are functionally relevant, then the predicted crossregulatory cis elements should correspond to regions of accessible chromatin in tumor cells. We previously mapped accessible chromatin landscapes in tumor cells, and we found that a small fraction of genomic regions (3, Figure 1H , bold edges). Similarly, for each transcription factor, the cis-regulatory regions associated with their predicted target genes were strongly enriched for chromatin that was more accessible in tumor cells compared to wild-type cells (Table S2) . Thus, our sequence-based network predictions together with our experimentally determined chromatin profiles converged on a model where ten transcription factors form a highly interconnected network that drives the majority of the Ras V12 scrib À tumor gene signature in eye disc tumors.
The Predicted Transcription Factor Network Is Activated in Ras V12 scrib -Tumors in Multiple Tissues
The predicted tumor network exhibits the following hallmarks of developmental programs: (1) it contains relatively few master regulators, (2) it has a high degree of interconnections among the master regulators, and (3) the master regulators co-regulate a large set of target genes [1] . This observation raised the question whether expression of Ras V12 with loss of Scrib activates the same tumor program independent of the tissue of origin. To compare the genetic programs that are activated in tumors in different imaginal discs, we performed RNA-seq analyses on eye-antennal, leg, and wing discs with hh > Ras V12 scrib RNAi tumors and the corresponding non-tumor control discs expressing hh-Gal4, UAS-GFP, and UAS-luciferase RNAi . We ranked genes according to their differential expression level in tumors versus controls (Data S2), and we used these rankings to compare the genetic programs in the different tumors. First, we generated a meta-ranking, integrating the transcriptional signatures of tumors from eye-antennal, leg, and wing discs (collectively, hh tumors) using a rank aggregation algorithm (see the Experimental Procedures and Data S2). We visualized this meta-ranking in a heatmap showing relative gene expression across the different normal and tumor tissues ( Figure 2G ). The different tumors had strikingly similar expression patterns, and quantification by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) showed that the top differentially expressed genes in one tumor were strongly enriched in the differentially expressed genes in any other tumor sample (Table S3) . Thus, tumors in eye-antennal, leg, and wing discs induced similar gene expression profiles. Second, we compared the eye tumor signature with the expression profiles of hh tumors. We observed a strong enrichment of the eye tumor signature in all other tumor samples. Of the 1,089 genes, 735 (NES = 2.99, false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.001), 767 (NES = 2.95, FDR < 0.001), and 645 (NES = 2.85, FDR < 0.001) were in the leading edge of GSEAs that mapped the eye tumor signature to the expression profiles of the antennal, wing, or leg hh tumors, respectively. Consistently, we also observed a strong enrichment of the eye tumor signature in the meta-ranking of all hh tumors (NES = 2.15, FDR < 0.001), with 787 genes mapping to the leading edge ( Figure 2H ). This set of 787 genes was thus highly upregulated in tumors in all four different tissues and constitutes a pan-tumor signature for Ras V12 scrib À tumors (Data S2). Conversely, the top 1,011 genes (order statistics rank p < 0.001) from the hh tumor meta-ranking were strongly enriched in the eye tumor profile (NES = 2.84, FDR < 0.001), further establishing that the various tumor signatures were very similar. Third, we used the top 1,011 genes (rank p < 0.001) from the meta-ranking of the hh tumors as an input to predict transcription factors that regulate these genes. Strikingly, even though this gene set was derived independently of the eye tumor signature, iRegulon identified a nearly identical set of transcription factors that included all of the transcription factors predicted to regulate the eye tumor signature ( Figure 1F ; Data S1). Moreover, using the pan-tumor signature of 787 genes as input for iRegulon also produced strong enrichments for the tumor network transcription factors ( Figure 1F ; Data S1). Finally, we observed upregulation of target genes, upstream signaling molecules, or the transcription factors themselves in antennal tumors by immunohistochemical detection ( Figures S2A-S2P 0 ). We conclude that Ras Figure S2 . See also Figure S2 , Table S3 , and Data S1 and S2.
through co-expression of RNAi constructs, and we quantified effects on tumor growth, delay of development, and invasion into the brain. We tested at least two independent RNAi lines for each gene, which in general gave comparable results. To quantify the effects on tumor growth, we needed to take into account potential effects on developmental timing. The hh > Ras V12 scrib RNAi tumor animals were developmentally delayed and only rarely pupated on day 10 or later. Knockdown of eight of the ten transcription factors (all except crp and Atf3) in tumor animals shortened the delay of development, and all ten rescued pupation to various degrees. Stat, Myc, and CEBPG knockdown yielded the strongest effects: they rescued pupation rate to over 75% compared to control RNAi constructs (0% for white RNAi, <25% for luciferase RNAi) ( Figure S3G ), and they also shortened the delay in development such that Myc RNAi animals pupated on day 7 and Stat or CEBPG RNAi animals on days 8-10, compared to days 10-14 for luc RNAi controls. Knockdown of ftz-f1 by hh-Gal4 in wild-type or tumor animals caused early larval lethality precluding its analysis in hh > Ras V12 scrib RNAi tumors. However, knockdown of ftz-f1 in ey-Flp Ras V12 scrib À tumors showed significant rescue of pupation (>50% expected pupae). Knockdown of the other transcription factors rescued pupation in more than 25% of animals. Thus, activity of all ten transcription factors contributes to the block in pupation.
We next quantified the effect of transcription factor knockdown on tumor growth. We measured the size of the GFP-expressing tumor area in antennal discs 1 day before the peak of pupation, and we compared it to hh > Ras V12 scrib RNAi tumors from control animals of comparable age. As for pupation, knockdown of Stat, Myc, and CEBPG showed the strongest suppression of tumor size and reduced the amount of overgrowth by more than half (Figures 3A-3F ; Table S4 ). These effects on tumor size were not due to increased amounts of cell death, as the fraction of tumor cells that stained for the apoptosis marker cleaved (Figures 3G and 3H ). These data show that the members of the transcription factor network are required for tumor growth and that reduced tumor growth is reflected in the rescue of developmental delay and pupation. The next question was then whether the requirements of the network transcription factors for tumor growth had a trivial explanation, because they are simply required for cell proliferation in general, or whether they had a more specific function in tumor cells. Strikingly, we found that knockdown of eight of the ten transcription factors had no significant effect on the growth of normal discs ( Figures S3H-S3Q 0 ; Table S4 ). Remarkably, while CEBPG knockdown robustly suppressed tumor growth, it did not impair the growth of normal discs, and even ubiquitous knockdown of CEBPG using the tub-Gal4 driver produced viable adults that had only minor wing defects ( Figure S3O) . Similarly, knockdown of Atf3, which functions in larval cuticle formation and gut homeostasis [27, 28] , and the other six transcription factors did not noticeably affect the growth of normal discs ( Figures S3J-S3N , S3P, and S3Q). Knockdown of Stat did not affect antennal and leg discs ( Figure S3L ), although it reduced the size of wing discs where it plays a developmental role in patterning [29] . Only knockdown of Myc, which is known to play a general role in cell growth and proliferation [30] (Figure S3I ), and ftz-f1 produced noticeable growth defects in imaginal discs. We thus conclude that most of the network transcription factors are required specifically for proliferation and other functions of tumor cells.
Finally, we assessed invasion into the brain, a hallmark of Ras See also Figure S5 and Table S4. ure 4E; Figure S4A ) [6, 11] . Knockdown of tai, Pdp1, or CEBPG moderately suppressed invasion, while knockdown of crp or Mef2 had no discernible effects ( Figure 4E ; Figures S4B-S4D and S4F) . Knockdown of Myc also suppressed invasion, but this was likely due to the strong effects on cell proliferation ( Figure S4E ). Altogether, we identified a network of ten transcription factors that are essential for tumor development. Remarkably, while two of the factors (Myc and Ftz-f1) were required in normal imaginal discs for cell survival and growth, the other eight factors (Atf3, CEBPG, Tai, Kay, Crp, Mef2, and Stat with the exception of wing discs) were required specifically in tumor cells for various tumor cell phenotypes, such as cell proliferation and invasion.
The Transcription Factors Are Interconnected and Regulate Tumor Gene Expression in Multiple Tissues
To assess the function of the different transcription factors in orchestrating tumor-specific gene expression, we performed RNA-seq on tumors with transcription factor knockdown. In particular we focused on the function of Stat, CEBPG, Kay, and Tai, as their knockdown had some of the strongest and most specific effects on tumor growth and invasion. We thus generated gene expression profiles by RNA-seq of hh > Ras V12 scrib À tumors with these knockdowns, and we compared them to normal tumors and also to each other. First, we assessed the variation in the expression of the pantumor signature genes between the different transcriptional signatures using principal-component analysis (PCA). As expected, all wild-type controls clustered together and were clearly separate from another cluster containing all tumor samples ( Figures 5A and 5C ). This confirmed that the expression level of the pan-tumor signature genes indeed distinguishes tumor tissues from normal tissues. Notably, duplicate samples from different discs were intermingled, further illustrating that the tumor signature is independent of disc type. Importantly, the samples from tumors with knockdown of Stat, CEBPG, Kay, or Tai mapped in between the wild-type and tumor clusters ( Figure 5A ). Therefore, these knockdowns disrupted tumor-spe- cific gene expression to similar degrees and reverted it toward wild-type. Second, we produced a heatmap to visualize the gene expression profiles of normal discs, discs with tumors, and tumors with knockdowns. This showed that the different knockdowns partially reverted the tumor signature back to normal ( Figures 5B and 5C ).
Third, we compared the different knockdowns with one another and asked how similar the effects of the different knockdowns are on the tumor signature. For this, we used the median centered expression levels of signature genes used for the heatmap, and we calculated correlation coefficients for pairwise comparisons. This revealed that knockdown of CEBPG had the strongest reversal of the tumor signature and that the profiles of hh > Ras V12 scrib À tumors with Stat, CEBPG, Kay, or Tai knockdown were highly correlated to one another (Figure 5E ; Figure S5 ). This indicated that knockdown of different transcription factors within the tumor network caused similar disruption of the tumor-specific gene expression. Our model predicted that AP-1 transcription factors directly regulate nearly one-half of the eye tumor signature (Figures 1F Figure S4G ), consistent with its strong suppression of tumor cell proliferation and invasion ( Figure S1D ) [7, 8, 11] . These data thus experimentally demonstrate the broad importance of AP-1 activation for the induction of the tumor signature.
Fourth, we tabulated the knockdown effects of the different factors on one another's expression ( Figure 5D ). Knockdowns for all factors reduced the levels of their own transcripts below normal levels, as expected. In addition, they affected the expression of one another, and, in many cases, they reduced the levels of other factors to levels observed in normal discs. Thus, knockdown of CEBPG, for example, suppressed the induction of kay and the upd genes, JAK-STAT pathway ligands, in Ras V12 scrib À cells ( Figure 5D ; Data S2). These findings support our initial prediction of a highly interconnected network, and they reveal that knockdown of individual nodes of the network is sufficient to prevent the full emergence of the tumor transcriptome.
The Hippo Pathway Effectors Yki and Sd Direct the
Expression and Activation of Tumor Network Transcription Factors Studies of Ras V12
scrib
À tumors showed that the Hippo pathway is required for tumor growth in eye discs [10, 13] . The Hippo pathway controls cell proliferation and survival by regulating gene expression through a complex of the Scalloped (Sd) TEAD family transcription factor and its co-activator Yorkie (Yki) [31] . We thus determined if Yki and Sd also were activated and required in tumors in other tissues using hh > Ras Figure S3G ; Table S4 ). However, Yki also was required in normal cells for growth and survival [32] , precluding conclusions about tumor-specific effects. In contrast, sd knockdown in otherwise normal animals did not noticeably affect the growth of eye, leg, or antennal discs ( Figures 6C and  6D) , and it only reduced the growth of wing and haltere discs where Sd is required for tissue specification [33] . Knockdown of sd strongly suppressed tumor growth in multiple tissues, such as eye-antennal, leg, and wing discs (Figures 3I and 6E-6G; Table S4 ), and it reduced the number of mitotic cells to a normal level measured by PH3 expression in antennal tumors ( Figure 3M ). Notably, sd knockdown also strongly suppressed the invasion into the brain by leg disc tumors and the block in pupation (Figures 4E and 6G ; Figure S3G ; Table S4 ). These data demonstrate that Sd is specifically required for tumor growth and invasion in multiple tissues. We next examined the effect of sd knockdown on the tumor signature by RNA-seq of hh > Ras
V12 scrib
RNAi sd RNAi eyeantennal and leg discs. Knockdown of sd partially reverted the tumor signature as measured by PCA ( Figure 5A ), and GSEA further revealed a strong suppression of the tumor gene signature in both tissues ( Figure 6H ; GSEA in eye-antennal discs: NES = À2.78, FDR < 0.001; GSEA in leg discs: NES = À2.04, FDR < 0.001). Of note, the expression of several tumor network transcription factors was reduced upon sd knockdown (Figure 5D ), as were readouts of the Hippo (kibra and ex), JAK-STAT (chinmo and Socs36e), and JNK pathways (puc, mmp1, and cher) (Data S2). Thus, knockdown of sd blocked tumor development by limiting the induction of transcription factors in the tumor network and by reducing or preventing the activation of the Hippo, JNK, and JAK-STAT pathways. Despite this strong requirement for Sd during tumor growth and invasion, Sd was surprisingly not identified by the iRegulon motif discovery. We thus tested whether iRegulon was able to identify Sd when the analysis was done on a positive control set that was enriched for Sd target genes. We generated such a gene set by RNA-seq gene expression profiling of warts (wts) mutant wing discs, which have hyperactive Sd-Yki compared to wild-type wing discs [31] . This analysis produced a set of 207 significantly upregulated genes (DESeq2, log2 fold change > 1 and adjusted p < 0.01; Data S2). iRegulon found that the Sd motif was the most enriched motif for this gene set with a very high score (NES = 6.49). Thus, iRegulon can identify Sd when presented with a set of genes that are enriched for Sd targets.
Sd motifs may not have been enriched in the tumor signature because too few Sd targets were induced specifically in tumors. To test this, we first produced a list of high-confidence Sd target genes. Using the aforementioned RNA-seq data comparing wts mutant and normal wings, we generated a ranked list of genes upregulated in wts mutant discs, and we cross-referenced this list with publicly available Sd and Yki chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data using GSEA (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). As expected, genes with overlapping Sd and Yki ChIP-seq peaks in their vicinity were significantly enriched in the fraction that was upregulated in wts mutants (NES = 1.78, FDR < 0.0001; Figure S6D ). We further refined this list by selecting those genes that also contained Sd-binding site motifs within the Sd-Yki ChIP-seq peaks. This generated a set of 233 high-confidence Sd target genes ( Figure S6F ; Table S5 ) that contained all known target genes of the Yki-Sd complex, including Myc, ex, dally, CycE, diap1, and kibra [34] [35] [36] .
We then examined the expression of these 233 high-confidence Sd target genes in tumor and wild-type tissues ( Figure 6I) . Surprisingly, only 42 (18%) of the 233 Sd targets were significantly upregulated in tumors, while 17 were even downregulated. Thus, Sd target genes were not enriched in the tumor signature, explaining why Sd was not identified as a regulator of tumor-specific gene expression. Interestingly, however, these 42 genes contained four of the ten members of the tumor network, namely, Myc, a known direct target gene of Sd [35] ; ftz-f1; Atf3; and crp (Figures 6J and 6K; Figures S6D, S6G , and S6H). Importantly, knockdown of sd in hh > Ras V12 scrib RNAi tumors returned Myc expression levels to normal ( Figure S6C ) and suppressed the upregulation of ftz-f1, Atf3, and crp (Data S2). In contrast, Stat, whose expression is Sd-Yki independent, did not show Sd-Yki ChIP-seq peaks in its vicinity ( Figure S6I ). However, tumor cells upregulated the expression of upd genes (os, upd2, and upd3), which encode ligands that activate the JAK-STAT pathway. The induction of upd expression required Sd and others have reported that upd3 is a direct target of Sd [37] , although it was not recovered in our list of 233 Sd target genes because the distance of the Sd-binding sites to the upd gene exceeded our cutoff. Altogether, these data indicate that Sd controls tumor-specific gene expression by regulating the expression of several master regulators and/or the ligands that activate their signaling pathways. Table S5 and Figure S6 .
DISCUSSION
In this report, we sought to determine whether cancer cell-specific gene expression is chaotic or orderly using a Drosophila model for Ras V12 -driven tumors. Gene expression profiling coupled with systems analysis and in vivo functional genetics revealed that Ras V12 scrib À tumor-specific gene expression is controlled in diverse imaginal discs by a network of a few master transcription factors that are ectopically activated in tumor cells ( Figure 7 ). Several features of this tumor gene network are characteristic of master regulatory networks that control the development of different tissues and cell types [1] . First, a few master regulatory transcription factors directly control the expression of a vast majority of the genes in the gene expression signature. Second, the master regulators are highly integrated with one another through a plethora of feedback loops. Third, the majority of target genes are predicted to be combinatorially regulated by more than one master regulator of the network. One consequence of such network architecture is that loss of any of the master regulators may cause a broad collapse of the network. Indeed, loss of transcription factors occupying the bHLH, STAT, or AP-1 nodes of the regulatory network largely collapsed the network and globally reduced expression of genes within the tumor-specific gene signature. Thus, the action of Ras in transforming polarization-defective epithelial cells is similar to developmental reprogramming, such as homeotic transformations and ectopic eye formation, in that all of these factors activate structured genetic hierarchies. We conclude that gene expression in Ras V12 scrib À tumors is highly regulated and not chaotic and that, at least in this model, tumor development is driven by a transformation to an abnormal but distinct cellular state. Notably, mammalian homologs for each of these transcription factors promote cell proliferation or invasion of tumor cells in humans (Table S6 ). In addition, the downstream transcription factors of the JNK and Hippo pathways, AP-1 and TEADs, are being increasingly linked as synergistic drivers of tumors across tumor types [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Our identification of Tai, AP-1 transcription factors, and nuclear receptors indicates further synergism within the network, as Yki/YAP can bind Tai/SRC3 to co-regulate target genes with nuclear hormone receptors and/or AP-1 transcription factors [43, 44] . Interestingly, we found that Sd was not required for the growth or survival of normal eye and leg imaginal discs but that it was essential for tumor growth and invasion. Similarly, YAP and TAZ, the mammalian homologs of Yki, are critical for cell proliferation, cell survival, and other cancer cell phenotypes in several tumor models, while they appear dispensable for normal homeostasis in many tissues [45, 46] . Because compromising nodes of the tumor network blocked tumor growth and invasion while not impairing normal development, our results provide a strategy to identify other tumor-specific regulators that control large parts of cancer-specific gene expression signatures. These, in turn, can provide novel strategies to target essential but tumor-specific processes.
How is the tumor master regulatory network activated? Previous studies and our results here show that Ras V12 scrib À tumors activate JNK and Yki/Sd [7, 8, 11, [47] [48] [49] . The activation of JNK signaling may then be responsible for the activation of the AP-1 factors of the tumor network. In addition, all four AP-1 factors of the tumor network are induced at the transcriptional level, and at least Atf3 appears to be a direct target of Sd. In addition, Sd activation causes the upregulation of Myc, ftz-f1, and crp, and it cooperates with AP-1 to activate Stat by directly inducing the expression of the Upd ligands [37] . We thus identified JNK and Sd-Yki as critical upstream factors driving the expression and activity of the tumor transcription factor network. However, while experimental co-activation of JNK signaling and Sd-Yki induced massive disc overgrowth, it was not sufficient to fully recapitulate the neoplastic phenotype of Ras Table S6 .
crosses were performed using standard methods at 25 C. A list of full genotypes for each figure panel and information about individual RNAi lines used can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Immunofluorescence was performed using standard methods and publicly available, published antibodies. Imaging was done using an Olympus FV1200 or FV1000 microscope and processed using FIJI. Figures were prepared using Adobe Software. Graphs and statistics for in vivo quantifications were generated using GraphPad Prism 6, and pairwise comparisons used an unpaired t test with Welch's correction.
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